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1957 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE 
Sept. 28 Williams, away 
Oct. 5 Bowdoin, away 
Oct. 12 Tufts, at home 
Oct. 19 Colby, at home 
Nov. 2 Coast Guard, away 
ov. 9 Amherst, away 
Nov. 16 Wesleyan, at home 
Alumni Homecoming 
A new series of talks by Trinity 
professors will be aired over station 
WCCC beginning June 2. President 
Jacobs has already taped the initial 
broadcast, and he will be followed 
by Dr. Samuel F. Morse, assistant 
professor of English, discussing the 
life and works of the late Wallace 
Stevens, Hartford poet. 
The program will be carried from 
4 to 4:15 p.m. Sunday afternoons. 
Many other faculty members are now 
working on their programs. A few of 
the topics are French Existentialism, 
by Dr. Walter Leavitt ; British 
Foreign Policy, by Rex C. Neaverson; 
Spelling and Reading, by Dr. Ralph 
C. Williams; France Yesterday and 
France Today, by Dr. Philip C. F. 
Bankwitz; Dialects, by Dr. Eugene 
Davis; and the History of Science, 
by Donald B. Engley. 
Quotes from 
President Jacobs is called upon to 
address many groups throughout the 
year. The Editors of the Bulletin 
thought that readers would be inter-
ested in several quotations from his 
speeches on a variety of subjects. 
The following excerpts were taken 
from recent talks: 
THE LIBERAL ARTS TRADITION 
At the opening of the General Gifts 
Campaign of the Program of Progress 
in Boston: 
" ... Trinity is irrevocably com-
mitted to the liberal arts tradition, 
to a personal type of education cen-
tered on the uncommon man. It 
will continue to train citizens and 
leaders dedicated to God and Coun-
try; in an atmosphere of culture and 
religious reverence to further the 
student's maximum development-
training him to think clearly, to 
communicate articulately, to make 
relevant judgments and to discrimi-
nate among values; to develop imagi-
nation and an inquiring mind ... " 
WHAT PRICE STABILITY? 
On "Signs of The Times" at the 
twenty-fourth annual meeting of Stock-
holders of the Federal Home Loan Bank 
of Boston: 
" ... InBation is a disease working 
mmoticed, a financial leukemia in 
which the white corpuscles of infla-
tion consume and destroy the red 
corpuscles of purchasing power, leav-
ing the economic body completely 
debilitated. It makes the act of sav-
ing futile and puts an incentive on 
spending. It makes long-term lend-
ing foolish ... " 
"Attempts to achieve stability are 
by comparison a cheap price to pay. 
What is the price of stability? It con-
sists of a complete reappraisal of in-
dividual and institutional plans for 
expenditure, the experiencing of a 
difficulty with which credit can be 
obtained, and an interest rate high 
enough to act as a reward to people 
who save in order to attempt to bal-
ance saving and investment ... " 
" ... The incentive to save and to 
invest, the freedom to do both, have 
been a basic contributing factor to 
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our national growth. If we are will-
ing to undergo the restraints, to pay 
the price that stability demands, we 
will maintain not only our Constitu-
tional freedom, but also the economic 
freedom that is a requisite to the lib-
eral free enterprise system." 
OUR PRIORITIES 
At several Kickoff Dinners for the 
Program of Progress: 
" ... Yes, we really do know what 
T1inity requires to continue its posi-
tion of leadership and its service to 
God and counby. 
"Our top priority is an adequately 
paid faculty. When I say 'adequately 
paid,' I do not mean 'equal to the 
average,' for Trinity salaries are quite 
a bit above that. I mean salaries high 
enough to enable us to attract and 
retain an outstanding faculty, the 
best teachers and scholars in the 
country, including those at the larg-
est universities. We can do this if 
we have vision and faith .. . " 
" ... If education is the teacher at 
one end of the log and the student at 
the other, we certainly do not want 
to spend money to gild the log. Yet 
a Student Center is not gilding the 
log. It is providing among other 
things a place where student and 
teacher can go, for they cannot sit 
on the log all the time. We have, I 
am convinced, a special obligation to 
build such a center. Without it we 
?annot be the P,~rsonal college that 
IS our boa . .. 
HUMAN FREEDOM 
In Chapel on the "Religious Founda-
tion of American Freedom": 
" ... In the turmoil and confusion 
of the mid-twentieth century the 
great issue which hangs in the 
balance is that of human freedom: 
freedom to worship God in the man-
ner of our choosing; to seek and to 
speak the truth as we see it without 
fear or dictation, to think for our-
selves and to decide for ourselves; 
to work and to play according to 
the dictates of our conscience; to 
own property and to have our rights 
protected under a 'government of 
laws and not of men' ... " 
the President 
" ... Beside this trend toward the 
worship of science, a second false 
God competes for our loyalty. This 
particular idol derives its plausibility 
from its close relation to democracy. 
It is the notion that, in order to be 
truly democratic, we must all be 
just alike. The results of this un-
fortunate conception are evident in 
the cunent trend to level all men 
to the mediocrity of conformity-a 
denial of human dignity without 
which freedom cannot exist. For 
human dignity man must have the 
opportunity to develop fully, to 
Hower to the maximum of his ca-
pacity; the divine spark within him 
must rise above material considera-
tions, the individual soul coming to 
fruition and maturity. Man cannot 
attain dignity in an environment that 
does not cow1tenance new thoughts, 
new ideas; that levels all men to 
conforming mediocrity; in a land 
where education is mere indoctrina-
tion , where thought control is pre-
scribed. I ask you to remember that 
the communists are interested in the 
common man and educate not to lib-
erate but to indoctrinate, to level man 
to the mediocrity of conformity ... " 
"The fight for freedom is thus one 
which impinges on nearly every 
aspect of our daily lives. If we meet 
with frustration in our attempts to 
make the world safe for democracy, 
let us remember that the world has 
not always been a safe place for God, 
either. Until it is, human freedom is 
certain to encounter rough sledding. 
ALUMNI AND FRATER ITIES 
At the Founders' Day Dinner of Pi 
Kappa Alpha: 
" ... At the outset may I say that 
from our earliest days fraternities 
have played a strong and vital part 
in the life and growth of Trinity. 
Without the loyal support and back-
ing of fraternity members, we would 
not have the college we know and 
love today. 
"I say, and say without equivoca-
tion , that fraternities under proper 
conditions are eminently worth pre-
serving. I make this bold statement 
on the assumption that they will play 
the role for which they are so unique-
ly qualified. I believe in fraternities, 
in the great potential that is inherent-
ly theirs ... " 
". . . Fraternities exist primarily 
for the undergraduate. He is the very 
reason for them. In this the alumni 
can do much. Are you rendering to 
your undergraduate brothers the help 
and encouragement and setting the 
example they need? I do not mean 
that you should run their affairs. Far 
from it. But an understanding and 
constructive interest, a willingness to 
give them the benefit of mature judg-
ment gained through experience will 
be of immeasurable assistance. 
"I urge that alumni take the steps 
essential to make your undergradu-
ate brothers realize the tremendous 
opportunities and responsibilities 
which are theirs. In my humble opin-
ion, they have never been greater. In 
the affairs of a chapter we have on a 
small scale a replica of our republic. 
But the greatest enemy to a chapter 
as to our co!!ntry is apathy and indif-
ference ... 
TEACHER SHORT AGE 
At the induction of Mr. Lawrence J. 
Newhall '39 as the Headmaster of The 
Watkinson School: 
" ... W e are already faced with a 
dire shortage of well-qualified teach-
ers. What about the additional num-
bers so essential in the years ahead? 
The answer lies in interesting more 
top students in this noble profession ; 
in seeing that they attain the stature 
they so richly deserve; and in paying 
them salaries more commensurate 
with the value of their services. It is 
ridiculous to conclude that this pros-
perous and enlightened nation can-
not find ways and means of making 
teaching as attractive as it is im-
portant ... " 
" ... The survival of our way of 
life depends not so much on govern-
mental edict or even on military 
might, but on what the individual 
does in his day-to-day acts. He occu-
pies a position of compelling signifi-
cance. W e must see that he has the 
wisdom, the courage, the self-reli-
ance, the moral and spiritual strength 
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to think for himself, to decide for 
himself, to act for himself, without 
dependence on or help from pater-
nalistic government ... " 
" ... In facing Operation Numbers 
we must keep a proper perspective. 
Independent schools and colleges 
have a real responsibility-to do their 
part to maintain in an age of increas-
ing mass tendencies standards of 
excellence and opportunities for in-
dividual growth . .. " 
THE WHOLE MAN 
On "Why The Church-Related Col-
lege?" at St. James Church, New York 
City on National Christian College Day: 
" .. . If education today has be-
come alarmingly impersonal, this is 
but the logical outcome of certain 
fashionable educational theories. Aft-
er all, if knowledge is the all-impor-
tant thing, and if the chief purpose 
of education is to transmit knowledge 
from one brain to another, it can be 
argued that the personality of both 
student and teacher only gets in the 
way. Why not "purify" the learning 
process by eliminating altogether the 
troublesome factor? 
"A Christian college, however 
hard-pressed it may be for equip-
ment or for teachers, will never suc-
cumb to such an argument. Its pri-
mary concem is not with the mind 
in isolation, but with the whole 
man .. . 
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". . . The Sill-all, independent col-
lege, and especially the church-re-
lated college, performs an indispens-
able function . It is concerned, not 
with mass production , but with the 
unique potentialities of each individ-
ual. No new truth was ever discov-
ered by the automatic repetition of 
old patterns. A Christian college has 
an obligation to encomage variety 
and to nourish individual talent, for 
it sees every student as a unique cre-
ation of God. The very raison d'etre 
of a Christian college is to nurture 
to full Bower the creative capacities 
of each student, that he may render 
the most effective service in the voca-
tion to which he is called by his Cre-
ator. Its aim is not standardization, 
but individuation." 
Admissions officers meet prospective freshman. 
All applicants aTe u1·ged to visit the Campus. 
BY F . GARDINER F . BRIDGE dates who will best avail themselves 
The freshmen entering Trinity of the opportunities offered by the 
next September in the Class of 1961 College to meet these goals. The job 
in many cases began the initial steps of selection involves a careful analy-
of the admissions process dming the sis of the individuals to determine 
academic year 1955-1956. which as students and as people will 
They tamed the campus, viewed "attain their full stature" as human 
the facilities, talked with under- beings. The process is long, some-
graduates and faculty, and analyzed times quite involved, and it is the 
in their own way-with assistance purpose of this article to reveal some 
from their schools-how Trinity of the procedmes of admission to 
would meet their needs and desires Trinity. 
for a liberal education. Fortified with The education and relationships of 
a general impression of the goals and the Trinity undergraduate are per-
offerings of a Trinity education, a sonal. With the increasing numbers 
catalog, and a preliminary applica- of applications-over 1200 completed 
tion, they commenced the cycle of applications from a pool of about 
the admissions process . 2000 preliminary applications for the 
If the purpose of the College is "to Class of 1961-the need for avoiding 
furnish students a complete educa- the impersonal approach becomes 
tion and to prepare them for a truly acutely more apparent. For obvious 
educated Manhood" embodying mechanical reasons, to handle quick-
"mental, physical as well as spiritual ly and intelligently the applications 
and moral strength", then it is the of large numbers it is necessary tore-
duty of Trinity to select those candi- spond to requests and correspon-
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Admissions 
Presi dent Jacobs r ef er s t o "Operation 
Number s" i n one of his quotes. W e f e!t 
that this was an appropri ate t ime also to 
explai n tohat Trini ty is doing i n its ad-
missi ons w ork in face of the t r emendous 
)Jroblem facing aU col le.cJeS : H ow to meet 
the incr eased number of requests for col-
lege entrance I Arhni .~sions di1·ertor, Gardi · 
ner Bri dge, i n this Spotlight article, bri ngs 
i nto focus the admissions process and the 
problems facing u s her e at Trinity. 
dence of a general nature in a formal 
way, but in no case do we lose sight 
of the individuality of the candidate. 
This emohasis is important for Trin-
ity and for the understanding a can-
didate has about Trinity. It is true, 
then, that the Admissions Office en-
deavors to make the candidate's in-
troduction to Trinity through the in-
terview at the College a very person-
al one. 
Although an admissions officer's 
role in the college structme is to se-
lect the most desirable candidates, 
his activities carry him into other 
branches of endeavor. The interview-
ing officer at Trinity not only seeks 
to determine the natme and quality 
of the candidate, but also he serves 
as a counselor to him in discussing 
the fitness of the candidate with re-
gard to Ws aptitudes, achievement, 
and secondary school program for a 
.successful college career. Accom-
panying all of this the officer is well 
aware of the value of displaying Trin-
ity's wares, to allow the alett candi-
date to place them in the proper spec-
trum. In all dealings with the candi-
date, the admissions office is con-
cerned with the fact that he is very 
much a human. 
The importance of the "personal 
approach" does not stop within the 
confines of the College itself. Year 
after year the officers endeavor to 
travel over a wider geographic area, 
talking at a greater number and vari-
ety of qualified schools in order to 
bring to the attention of the school 
authorities and the students the val-
ues of a Trinity education. Over the 
years the College has developed in-
timate and valued relationships with 
secondary schools which allow for 
free and yet confidential exchange of 
thoughts and judgments conce1ning 
all candidates. Consequently, the 
goals, curriculum, and operations of 
the College come into better focus in 
the eyes of the school, and the ad-
missions office attains a greater un-
derstanding of the applicants. 
ALUMNI INTERVIEWERS 
Closely allied to the personal ap-
proach of the candidate is the valued 
work of tl1e alumni who assist the 
Admissions Office by means of inter-
viewing candidates in many popu-
lated areas. Nearly two hundred men 
are formally concerned with interest-
ing promising young men in Trinity. 
They assist the College by giving 
their estimate to the admissions of-
fice of the qualifications of the candi-
dates whom they interview. These-
along with hundreds of others of 
Trinity alumni-serve as living prod-
ucts of the College and help in de-
veloping an awareness of the quali-
ties of a Trinity education. 
In judging the candidate, the Com-
mittee on Admissions is concerned 
with the whole person. Although of 
necessity each applicant is "broken 
down" on paper as to his qualities of 
character and personality, his quali-
fications as a student, and his accom-
plishments in his school and com-
munity (including jobs he has held) , 
it is the sum total of all his qualities 
which is important to the Committee. 
In selecting the candidates, those of-
fering the most positive qualities in 
all areas are selected. 
In analyzing the personality and 
character of the candidate Trinity 
seeks a young man of integrity. The 
admissions officers are concerned 
about the candidate's ability to con-
duct himself intelligently in his per-
sonal relationships . The candidate's 
emotional stability and willingness to 
accept responsibility are of the great-
est importance. 
Trinity exists first and foremost for 
the purpose of educating young men . 
In analyzing the credentials of any 
worthy candidate the academic 
worth of the candidate must be up-
permost in the Committee's consider-
ation. Will the candidate's aptitudes 
allow him to succeed in College? If 
so, has the candidate achieved a lev-
el of work commensurate with his 
aptitudes and does he show promise 
of continued growth? What is the 
nature of his academic achievement? 
Is his work consistent; is there gradu-
al improvement; are the last two 
years of his work the strongest; how 
well does he fare in the less stringent 
competition of secondary school? Is 
he well motivated? That is, does he 
have a real desire to learn, and is 
this desire coupled with good habits 
of study? How strongly does his prin-
cipal or headmaster recommend him? 
Are the courses he has taken desir-
able for Trinity? The entire academic 
record is reviewed and rated. No 
longer is it simply a case of "he can 
do the work", for many academically 
qualified candidates are denied ad-
mission . It is more a question of 
awarding admission to those best fit-
ted to accomplish a promising level 
of achievement at Trinity. 
Since the College depends not on-
ly on its faculty, administration, and 
its excellent facilities for success, but 
also upon the student body to take 
an active part in the life of the Col-
lege, the accomplishments of the can-
didate in secondary school, in his 
community and during the summer 
are carefully analyzed. Of greater 
concern to the Committee on Admis-
sions is the extent of accomplishment 
of the individual in a few worthy ac-
tivities rather than the number or 
variety of activities in which he has 
engaged. The Committee tries to de-
termine whether the candidate pos-
sesses or exhibits qualities of leader-
ship or potential leadership as re-
vealed by the activities in which he 
has engaged. Many young men have 
been unable to participate in extra-
curricular activities, but have been 
involved in interesting part-time, re-
sponsible employment, which the 
committee obviously recognized. 
Without question, attention is also 
given to sons of alumni and those 
candidates which will help the Col-
lege maintain a broad geographic 
distribution. The committee gives 
preference to such candidates when 
they meet all the requirements for 
admission. 
HOW TO APPLY 
To set into motion an application, 
the candidate needs merely to com-
plete a preliminary application which 
will assure him of receiving formal 
application papers. One of these lat-
ter forms he himself completes giv-
ing personal information, including 
facts about his family, the non-ath-
letic and athletic activities in which 
he was engaged, the offices he has 
held, the scholastic honors he has 
achieved, his educational goals, the 
pa1t-time employment he has had, 
as well as otl1er important facts. He 
writes a letter in his own hand about 
Application for Admission 
ADMISS ION PROCEDUR£ 
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his experiences and his purpose in at-
taining an education, and also he en-
closes a photograph. 
He delivers a second form to his 
school. From the responses to this, 
the Committee will learn about the 
courses he has taken, his level of 
achievement, his class rank, his apti-
tudes, his personality, the recommen-
dation by the principal or headmaster 
and the school's judgment as to the 
kind of student he will be in College. 
Also, a necessary part of the applica-
tion are the scores of the College En-
trance Examination Board Scholastic 
Aptitude Test which reveal the can-
didate's aptitude (verbally and math-
ematically) for handling college 
work. 
REFERENCES 
Two other forms, covering a wide 
range of questions about the student's 
personal and academic qualities are 
completed by teachers who have 
taught the candidate in his last two 
years of school. An additional fmm 
is completed by an adult friend of 
the candidate in his community. 
With these all on file and the appli-
cation fee paid, the paper work of 
application is complete. However, to 
round out an application, a personal 
interview at the College is most de-
sirable, and wherever possible an 
alumni interview is conducted. The 
report of the interviewing alumnus 
gives the Admissions Office a fresh, 
helpful analysis of the candidate by 
someone who is primarily interested 
in the welfare of the College. 
When a candidate's credentials are 
completed the application is ready 
for reading. Each set of applications 
may be read two or three times be-
fore a final decision is rendered. If 
a candidate is clearly acceptable re-
gardless of the competition of all the 
other candidates, he is tentatively 
scheduled for a letter of admission. 
A good example of such a person is 
John Blank. He ranks seventh in a 
class of 180 students, has College 
Board scores which would place him 
above the 90th percentile of all per-
sons taking this examination, and his 
school states he would make "a 
wmthwhile contribution . .. socially, 
spiritually, and scholastically." John 
has been on the honor roll every se-
mester (practically a straight A rec-
ord). He has three varsity football 
letters, two in baseball. He is presi-
dent of his home room and was presi-
dent of the Latin club. He is active 
in church, youth groups, scouting, 
and has held several part-time jobs. 
If a candidate is clearly unquali-
Robert W Bacon 'SI Succeeds 
fohn Butler '33 as Alumni Secretary 
Robert W. Bacon '51 was recently 
named the College's new Alumni 
Secretary by President Jacobs. Mr. 
Bacon has been serving Trinity as as-
sistant director of development since 
June of last year, and will continue 
with that work. The present Alumni 
Secretary, John F. Butler '33, will 
devote his entire time to placement 
duties, Dr. Jacobs said. Mr. Butler, 
who joined the College administra-
tive staff in 1947, has been serving 
in the dual role of alumni secretary 
and placement director since 1954. 
"Because of the constantly increasing 
work load, many of the duties of the 
Alumni Secretary were recently as-
sumed by Mr. John A. Mason '34, 
the assistant to the president," Dr. 
Jacobs said. "We are confident that 
fled for admission he is scheduled to 
be denied admission regardless of the 
competition. A typical example of 
such a person is David Blank. He 
ranks 149 out of 349 students in his 
class. His College Board verbal apti-
tude places him in about the twelfth 
percentile of all persons taking the 
examination. His work in language 
for two years was below the school's 
college certification grade, as was 
three years of history. Two of his 
four senior grades are below the col-
lege recommending level. He strug-
gled in English for four years. 
Many people expect too much of 
him, and want him to do what he 
cannot do . He holds no scholastic 
honors, no offices, achieved tvvo var-
sity letters in swimming but has made 
no other significant achievement. He 
is an example of a decent citizen who 
works hard without much success 
who would not be successful at Trin-
ity. 
The great majority of candidates 
fall between the above two extremes. 
No decision can be made on their 
cases until they have been read and 
re-read upon several occasions. They 
must be compared and contrasted 
with others applying from their own 
school and from other schools. Some 
cases will be taken right up "to the 
wire" and, depending op the quality 
of the overall group, they will gen-
erally be either acceptable or not ac-
ceptable. This is the point where the 
process of selection becomes more 
exacting and the finer points of a 
person's academic record, personal-
ity, character and interest in the Col-
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Mr. Bacon will continue the fine work 
which has been done by that office." 
Mr. Bacon came to Trinity from 
local radio station WTIC, where he 
was continuity director. An active 
Trinity alumnus, he also has assumed 
leadership in many local civic activi-
ties. Recently he was elected first 
vice president of the Hartford Junior 
Chamber of Commerce. 
His activities for Trinity include 
service on the Executive Committee 
of the Trinity Club of Hartford; co-
chairmanship of the 1951 Fifth Re-
union; and permanent trustee of Al-
pha Delta Phi fraternity. 
Mr. Bacon is married to the former 
Mary L. Mooney. They have two 
children, Robert Jr., and Deborah 
Anne. 
lege come into play. This is where 
an exacting interview on the part of 
an alumnus may play an important 
part. A small group of these candi-
dates whose qualifications do not 
quite come up to the overall compe-
tition of those men originally selected 
but who still could handle success-
fully the demands of the Trinity cur-
riculum are set aside to be given fur-
ther consideration should any open-
ings become available in the class. 
The problem is further compli-
cated by the fact that it has become 
a practice for candidates to file appli-
cations in several colleges. The Com-
mittee, therefore, must make allow-
ances for those accepted candidates 
who decide not to come to Trinity. 
Consequently, the Committee must 
overaccept in order to allow for drop 
outs and in doing so must gaze into 
a "crystal ball" in order to achieve a 
freshman c ass about the size that 
can be accommodated at the College. 
Next September the class of 1961 
will enroll at Trinity. It will be made 
up of young men from all parts of the 
country and from a wide variety of 
independent and public schools. 
Some will be leaders, some followers. 
Some will be musicians, athletes, stu-
dent council members, debaters, or 
editors of school publications. Al-
though some may have wired the 
"Office of Ignition" or may have been 
members of the "Maple Syrup 
Squad," it is the hope of the College 
all will become interesting, loyal 
members of the Trinity family and 
worthy of being a part of the Class 
of 1961. 
u£cademtc @ostume 
Academicians may very well owe 
the cut and color of their respective 
robes and hoods to an 800-year-old 
draft. 
This bit of information comes for-
ward as Trinity announces the estab-
lishment of two new academic hoods, 
not previously presented by the 
College, although the degrees have 
been awarded in the past. They will 
be given at the College's 13lst com-
mencement June 9. The recipients 
will be announced later. 
The hoods are for the Doctor of 
Humanities degree-white silk with 
crimson lining; and Doctor of Sacred 
Theology-a scarlet silk hood with 
blue lining and a gold chevron. 
Historians trace the use of aca-
demic costume back to the 12th cen-
tury. Generally it is thought that the 
damp and draughty halls of medieval 
buildings made gowns of some sort 
necessary. In those days, when uni-
versities were just taking form, they 
were under the jurisdiction of the 
church. Most of the students were 
clerks in Holy Orders, or monks, and 
some priests. They wore a habit or 
cloak to which was attached a cowl, 
or hood, which could be pulled up 
over the head, or thrown back, ac-
cording to weather conditions. The 
hoods seem to have served to cover 
the tonsured head before the use of 
the skull cap. 
Academic costume, as such, seems 
to have originated at the Universities 
of Oxford and Cambridge in Eng-
land over 600 years ago, and to this 
day Trinity's costumes are patterned 
on the Oxford cut, with the exception 
of the Doctor of Divinity hood , 
which is Cambridge cut. European 
colleges are noted for great color 
and diversity in their costumes, with 
no correlation from one university to 
another. 
Trinity, since its founding in 1823, 
followed this European pattern. In 
1894 the Corporation formally ap-
proved the code substantially as it 
stands today. The following year an 
intercollegiate code was formulated 
and some 700 colleges now adhere 
to it. Trinity, however, felt it best 
to hold fast to its own long estab-
lished code so has maintained the 
Oxford cut as its pattern. 
Of those colleges using the Inter-
collegiate Code the following rules 
apply: 
The Gown-The bachelor's gown 
is primarily distinguished by its long, 
pointed sleeves. The master's gown 
is similar, except for having oblong 
sleeves from which the forearm pro-
u·udes through a slit near the elbow. 
The doctor's gown has rounded 
sleeves and also has velvet panels 
around the neck and down the front 
of the gown and three velvet bars on 
the sleeves. 
The Cap-The cap is similar for 
all degrees, although certain univer-
sities use a gilded tassel instead of 
a black tassel to distinguish the cap 
of a doctor. 
The Hood-The hood is the most 
distinctive part of the academic cos-
tume. The lining of the hood shows 
the official colors of the institution 
which has granted the degree. The 
border bears arbitrary colors repre-
senting degrees in the various £elds. 
As noted, however, T1inity has 
not conformed to the Intercollegiate 
Code. Its color scheme for the aca-
demic hoods as adopted in 1894 is 
as follows: 
Bachelor of Arts-Black stuff, 
edged with palatinate purple silk. 
Bachelor of Science-Black stuff, 
edged with light blue silk. 
Master of Arts-Black silk, lined 
with palatinate purple silk. 
Master of Science-Black cloth, 
lined with light blue silk. 
Doctor of Divinity-Scarlet cloth, 
lined with black silk. 
Doctor of Letters-Scarlet silk, 
lined with russet brown silk. 
Doctor of Laws-Scarlet silk, lined 
with dark blue silk. 
Doctor of Canon Law-Crimson 
silk, lined with black silk. 
Doctor of Music-White silk, lined 
with pink silk. 
Doctor of Science-Black silk, 
lined with light blue silk. 
Doctor of Public Health-(Adopt-
ed February 21, 1945)-0xford cut, 
black cloth, lined with salmon-pink 
silk. 
Doctor of Humane Letters (May 
1, 1947) -Oxford cut, scarlet silk, 
lined with purple silk. 
And the two hoods approved 
April 18 for Doctor of Humanities 
and Doctor of Sacred Theology as 
described above. 
ALUMNI REUNION 








Alumni Registration Opens 
Baseball-Wesleyan-at home 
Class Day Exercises-Alonzo G. Grace, Jr. '49 Speaker 
Smorgasbord-Football Field 
Fraternity Alumni Meetings 
Open House, Alumni, Seniors, Wives, Dates- Hamlin Dining Hall 
Ralph Stuart's Dixieland ' 
SATURDAY, JUNE 8 
A.M. 
9:00 Meeting of the Phi Beta Kappa 
9:15 Air Force ROTC Commissioning Ceremonies 
9:30 Alumni Seminars "Mathematics In a Changing World"-Harold L. 
Dorwart, Professor-Mathematics-; "The Undergraduate Writers' 
Dilemma" -Samuel F. Morse, Assistant Professor-English. 
11:00 Annual Meeting of Alumni Association 
P.M. 
12:30 Alumni Parade 
12:45 Alumni Luncheon 
2:15 Baseball-Wesleyan-Middletown 
2:30 Cornerstone Ceremonies-Downes Clock Tower 
5:00 President's Reception 
6:30 Reunion Class Dinners 
SUNDAY, JUNE 9 
A.M. 
9:30 Meeting of Pi Gamma Mu 
11:00 Open Air Baccalaureate 
P.M. 
2:00 Carillon Recital-Rolfe A. Lawson '58 
3:00 !31st Commencement 
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:Faculty Profile 
MITCHEL N. PAPPAS 
BY DALE w. HARTFORD 
The lanky private crossed the grav-
el drive, skipped up the four steps, 
and entered the barracks, tossing his 
duffel bag to one side. 
He doffed his cap, performed the 
habitual gesture of pushing his hair 
straight back with a large, well-
formed hand, as his small brown eyes 
darted about his new home. He was 
noticed almost immediately by a ser-
geant who strolled forward, reading 
an old comic book. When he was a 
stride or two away, he lowered the 
book and spoke. 
"What outfit, soldier?" 
"National Guard out of Tennes-
see." 
"God, National Guard! Me, I'm 
regular. What's the handle?" 
"Pappas. Mitch Pappas. Here for 
en*ineering exams." 
'Engineering? Got your B.S.?" 
" ope. B.A. in fine arts, but my 
math is pretty strong." 
"You're over 21, ain't you?" 
"Yeh, Twenty-five. What's that got 
to do with it?" 
"Buddy, you might just as well 
turn 'round and head back for Ten-
nessee. You've washed out of OCS 
before even starting. You just don't 
qualify. How about anything else? 
How's your languages?" 
"I can read French and speak a 
few words of Greek. But they're not 
too hot." 
"You better do some quick brush-
ing '-!?, if you want to stay around 
here. 
"Well I'm sure not going back to 
Tennessee!" 
It was 1942, and the Anny was 
almost as hard up for officers as it 
was for foot soldiers. Pfc. Mitchel 
Pappas, Yale '41, pulled every string 
in the book to leave the Tennessee 
ational Guard outfit he had been 
assigned to, and finally the right 
string produced a chance for Officer's 
Candidate School. He was sent to the 
campus of Clemson College, S. C. , 
for a battery of preliminary exams. 
The day after he reported, he was 
called to the major's office for a rou-
tine interview. It was here that he 
informed the U. S. Army that he 
wasn't in the least interested in en-
gineering, never had been, this was 
obviously a typographical error by 
some idiot clerk, that his passion was 
- languages! 
He flunked his French test. 
"Pappas, your French is horrible! 
D~, you k;now that?", 
Yes, Sir, but ... 
"But, hell, soldier, we're fighting a 
war! How about your Greek-" 
"My Greek is much better, really 
sir. Just give me a chance." 
Mitchel N. Pappas 
"Well, Pappas, the professor who's 
going to give you the test won't be 
back on campus for another week. I 
hate to do it, but I guess I'll have to 
let you hang around until then." 
Mitch was elated. A week's re-
prieve. It was summertime, but there 
were quite a number of summer stu-
dents on campus. He found a direc-
tory and looked frantically for a 
Greek name. He found another Pap-
pas-a boy who could read, write and 
speak Greek beautifully! 
For one week Mitch was tutored in 
the mos~, commonly u~~d ph;,ases, 
such as How are you, and Real 
nice day, isn't it?", for in all truth 
hjs Greek was worse than ills French. 
At the end of the week the major 
sent for Pappas again. Mitch walked 
confidently through the door, saluted 
briskly, and gave the standard "Re-
porting as requested, sir." 
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"Pappas," the major stmted, "that 
damn professor isn't back yet, and 
I'm getting sick of you hanging 
around. Now I don't know whether 
you're pulling my leg or not, but I 
intend to find out." 
He leaned back in ills swivel chair, 
his eyes narrowing slightly. 
"Private Pappas, I'd like very 
much to hear about your trip up here 
from Tennessee. Yes sir, I'd like a 
real flowery description-and in 
Greek, of course." 
An audible Connecticut Gulp was 
almost squelched, and was rescued 
only by Yankee quick-thinking. As 
a youngster Mitch had learned the 
Lord's Prayer in Greek. He could al-
most recite it backwards-an amazing 
feat, you must agree. 
He began with only slight hesita-
tion. His inflection was fine, as were 
his gestures. You could almost feel 
the heat as Private Pappas mopped 
his brow, rolled ills eyes. Occasion-
ally an English word-such as "At-
lanta" or "hominy grits" crept into 
the spiel. 
The major, still leaning back, nod-
ded knowingly, caressing his chin 
with great expression. After three 
times through the Lord's Prayer, the 
soldier in front of him grinned, in-
dicating, he assumed, completion. He 
fell-hook, line and sinker. 
Typically, Mitch was assigned to 
Japanese school for further study. 
Mitchel icholas Pappas has been 
making his own opportunities for a 
long time. 
A Connecticut native, he was the 
son of a very successful confection 
manufacturer; successful, that is, un-
til 1929, when the family reserves 
were completely wiped out. 
He accepted the challenge offered, 
went through a Hartford high school 
as an honor student, and, as he stated 
honestly, was "particularly strong in 
math." He was urged by ills friends 
and relations to pursue engineering, 
turned instead to art. But his reasons 
were not "arty." 
"It was percentage in a way," he 
says. "I liked drawing, and had done 
quite a bit of it before graduating. I 
thought I was good enough to make 
a decent living at it with the right 
b·aining. And I looked around and 
asked myself, 'How many of these 
other guys are going into alt-and 
how many into engineering?' I'm not 
afraid of competition, and I still 
think I could have been a good en-
gineer, but when I made my choice 
I was convinced that with a little 
talent and a lot of desire a man could 
do well in art. And it has been very 
good to me and my family, so per-
haps I've been proved right." 
Very possibly he has been proved 
right, but in his own case it must be 
admitted that there is more than "a 
little talent." 
Mitch had his way, simply because 
he refused to accept any other. He 
went to Yale, working at every type 
of job in order to subsist. In his sec-
ond year he won a scholarship, which 
he carried through his senior year. 
It was while he was in college that 
he met Belle Kereaces, and shortly 
after his graduation, and just before 
the Army called, they were married. 
They now have two children, Mi-
chelle Elayne, 14; and Damon Mitch-
el, 10. 
After an Army career which has 
all the makings of a fine novel, Mitch 
returned to Yale for his Master's. 
With a family to support and with 
the G.I. Bill as the only income, the 
Pappases were hard pressed for 
funds . Mitch began teaching at the 
Whitney Art School in his spare time, 
and from this experience first began 
to think seriously of a career in teach-
ing. 
Mitch received his M.A. in 1947, 
and his decision to forsake the more 
lucrative commercial mt field for the 
teaching profession was made easier 
when he received an offer from Trin-
ity to serve as a part time instructor. 
Until 1949 he continued to teach in 
New Haven as well as at Trinity, but 
at that time he joined the faculty as 
a full-time instructor. In 1953 he was 
promoted to assistant professor. 
Throughout his high school career 
Mitch was an outstanding athlete in 
several major sports, 111()St notably 
tennis and swimming. He was unable 
to participate in athletics at Yale 
both because the Art School is con-
sidered a professional school, and be-
cause all of his spare time was de-
voted to working. But at Trinity his 
love for athletics has manifested it-
self in many ways. 
In 1949 he was strongly urged by 
a group of students to assume leader-
ship of the golf team. Although golf 
was then an informal sport, he be-
came the "coach" in the true sense 
of the word, and continues today, 
without recompense, to coach the 
team. Several years ago he realized 
an ambition centered in the interest 
of the students when, because of its 
outstanding record over the past 
years, tl1e golf team was recognized 
formally and given varsity status. 
Golf demands a great deal of 
Mitch's time during the spring of the 
year, but still he finds time to indulge 
in many other activities. A resident 
of West Hartford, he is active in the 
civic affairs of that town. And he is 
a member of the Yale Alumni Asso-
ciation; on the executive council of 
the Connecticut Watercolour Soci-
ety; and a member of the executive 
council of the Connecticut Academy 
of Fine Arts. 
And he paints, constantly. He has 
exhibited in many galleries, includ-
ing the New York Grand Central 
Galleries; the Avery Memorial in 
Hartford; the New York Architec-
tural League; Silvermine in 1 or-
walk, Conn.; the Museum of Fine 
Arts in ew Haven; the Arts Foun-
dation of Boston; and the Wiley Gal-
leries in Hartford. 
His many awards include: merit 
award from the Institute Magazine 
in Chicago; the 1955 Alice Dunham 
Portrait Award from the Academy 
of Fine Arts ; winner of the 1942 
Popular Prize from the Independent 
Painters and Sculptors Society; win-
ner of the Jury Prize for a portrait, 
Yale Gallery of Fine Arts, 1940; and 
numerous others. A versatile artist, 
at home with many mediums, Mitch 
has painted magnificent murals in 
Hartford, Springfield and ew Hav-
en, and completed recently the ceil-
ing and altar murals for St. George's 
Greek Orthodox Church, in ew 
Britain, Conn. 
Mitch has made great inroads into 
the hearts and minds of Trinity. We 
sincerely hope that he will long con-
tinue to do so. 
Alumni Trustee Nominees 
MR. FENTON '17 MR. SHAW '35 MR. SMITH '23 
Paul E. Fenton '17, MiddlebUI-y, 
Conn.; Barclay Shaw '35, Chappa-
qua, N. Y.; and Lloyd E. Smith '23, 
Racine, Wis., have been nominated 
for the position of Alumni Trustee 
for a period of three years beginning 
in June 1957, according to an an-
nouncement by the Executive Com-
mittee of the Alumni Association. 
The nominating committee appoint-
ed by the executive committee of 
the Alumni Association was com-
posed of the following men this year: 
Robert S. Casey '19, Andrew Onder-
donk '34, Chairman; Everett M. 
Stmman '19, William H. Van Lanen 
'51 and Thomas A. Whaples '38. 
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Mr. Fenton is vice president and 
general manager of the Closme Di-
vision of the Scovill Manufactming 
Company of Waterbmy and a mem-
ber of the Western Connecticut com-
mittee for the Program of Progress. 
Mr. Smith is assistant secretary in 
charge of rights and royalties of the 
Western Printing and Lithographing 
Company. He is serving as Wiscon-
sin Chairman for ilie Program of 
Progress. 
Mr. Shaw is a partner in the law 
fum of Palmer, Series, Delaney, Shaw 
& Pomeroy of New York City. He is 
chairman of the Special Gifts and 
Leadership gifts committees for the 
Program of Progress. 
BY CLARENCE H. BARBER 
Tucked away between Sigma u 
fraternity and a brown stucco apart-
ment house on Vernon Street is a 
roomy white New England residence 
affectio,~at~ly known to Trinity peo-
ple as 84 . 
Used variously in the past as a fra-
ternity house and rooming house, 
this building was acquired two years 
ago by the College to relieve the 
drastic housing shortage for faculty 
bachelors. 
It was first assumed it would pro-
vide an attractive residence for fac-
ulty bachelors convenient to the cam-
pus and adequate for sleeping and 
the preparation of snacks. o one 
thought that within two years "84" 
would be functioning as one of the 
busiest spots on "Fraternity Row." 
Truly, this residence occupies a 
unique place between the "sacred 
precincts", of the fraternities, the 
Deans' houses and the faculty fam-
ily residences. In this neutral spot, 
faculty, freshmen and upperclass-
men, townspeople and others inter-
ested in Trinity meet in the most 
congenial of atmospheres. 
From the outset the faculty mem-
bership of "84" has been varied and 
colorful. The national backgrounds 
of the inhabitants have included 
American, Dutch, Canadian, Eng-
lish, Argentine and Spanish. The 
fields of study united under this roof 
have comprised German, Political 
Science, History, Philosophy, Clas-
sics, Music, Spanish and Education. 
In one evening the language on the 
telephone has switched from Dutch 
to French to German and finally to 
Spanish. The United Nations would 
feel most at home in this atmosphere. 
The representatives of these varied 
backgrounds have added distinctive 
ingredients to the fare served in the 
community kitchen. The spaghetti 
and wine suppers frequently served 
at the house have become almost a 
tradition and the highlight of tllis 
year's entertaining was an Indone-
sian dinner prepared in the authentic 
manner. 
Already "84 Vernon" has assumed 
the statme of an unofficial junior fac-
ulty club. It has become a favorite 
"drop in" spot for nearby faculty 
couples when the children are asleep 
or for campus bachelors who are out 
walking the dog. Coffee after the 
Hartford Symphony or after frater-
nity cocktail parties is becoming a 
habit in this house. Discussion groups 
frequently hold forth in the front 
rooms and the conversation is usually 
most animated. When Professor Lou-
is Naylor left on his current sabbati-
cal half-year Mesdames Andrian, 
Campo and Waterman organized a 
farewell dinner at the house. 
Notables from other colleges and 
the town of Hartford often are enter-
tained here. Professors from Yale, 
Harvard, Smith, Vassar and Welles-
ley have relaxed with Triility faculty 
in the parlor lounge to compare notes 
and hear the latest in their respective 
fields. Visiting lectmers like the Brit-
ish Consul General have been enter-
tained here as well as the Dutch Vice 
Consul and his wife. Insmance exec-
utives, members of the Hattford Sym-
phony Orchestra, concert pianists 
and others often meet Trillity faculty 
members here. Many of the activities 
of the energetic Hartford Alliance 
Franc;:ais have been planned ii1 the 
house. 
For tl1e students, "84" occupies a 
unique position. Here freshmen, neu-
trals and fratenlity men can meet for 
committee meetings in an atmos-
phere devoid of any implications of 
"illegal rushing." The faculty main-
tains an office in the front of the 
building where students can be 
coached in academic matters. Fre-
quently students drop in from the 
fraternities with minor personal prob-
lems and ask the advice of whatever 
faculty are in at the time. 
In the absence of a student center 
this house is proving to be the nerve 
center of several campus student or-
ganizations. Much of the success of 
the cmrent Glee Club year is due to 
the committee work done here in the 
late evening homs. New musical or-
ganizations have been formed down-
staii·s in this building. The newly or-
ganized Trillity Chamber players 
have practiced here on Tuesday eve-
nings utilizing the unusual keyboard 
instruments owned by Henry Hood. 
Bishop Lewis B. Whittemore has 
joined this group with llis flute and 
put the men through their paces in 
Bach Brandenbmg Concertos. An en-
semble of student recorder players 
joined the group for a Christmas par-
ty and played Noels and tl1e Corelli 
Christmas Concetto with great gusto. 
Behind the double doors of the 
back room downstairs a mlique or-
ganization of student bagpipe play-
ers has received their illitiation to 
this art under the enthusiastic guid-
ance of Henry Hood of the History 
Department. This group, which is 
preparing for public appearances, re-
pairs instruments and hears authentic 
pipe recordings ill the sanctuary of 
"84 Vernon." Hosts of students and 
faculty have visited the house to hear 
the pipes and try their hands at the 
ancient keyboard instrument. 
Thus, from the crisp football after-
noons to the lazy days of Spting, "84 
Vernon" ha ept its doors open to all 
Trinity friends who wish to drop by 
for coffee, music or just a "chat." 




BY RICHARD P. BENTON 
Assistant Professor of English 
If a theatrical performance is to be 
judged by the effect it has on its 
audience, the Jesters' Wednesday 
evening presentation of Christopher 
Fry's "The Lady's not for Burning" 
was a huge success; for the faculty 
audience came away from the the-
atre well pleased. 
In assigning Fry's verse drama to 
the Jesters, Director George Nichols 
offered them something of a chal-
lenge; for it is not an easy play to 
perform successfully. Its plot is in-
consequential; character is practical-
ly nonexistent; and the setting is 
neither of time nor of place. There 
are words: squat words and long, 
lean words; cynical words, laughing 
words, bawdy words, and beautiful 
and magnificent words. The imagina-
tive significance of the play is con-
veyed almost entirely by its verbal 
sparkle. 
A play that makes its appeal large-
ly to the ear presents a special prob-
lem to the actors. They must speak 
their lines with great precision of 
enunciation, never mouthing or abus-
ing them, never accenting them in 
the wrong places, never distorting 
their rhythmic pattern and tempo. 
And, too frequently, Fry gives the 
actors very little assistance on this 
score; too frequently, he simply stuffs 
their mouths with "inkhorn" terms; 
too frequently, he prefers to call a 
spade an agricultural instrument. He 
has an obsession for polysyllables 
that convey little or no meaning-
not to speak of his fondness for meta-
physical and tortuous images. 
But the Jester cast has taken this 
rhetorical challenge in stride. While 
there is some tripping, in the main 
the Jester production is stirring and 
delightful. Following Mr. Nichols' di-
rection, the actors manage to cap-
ture a great deal of the fantastic and 
madcap quality of Fry's play. In-
deed, they enter into the spirit of the 
surrealistic horseplay with a ven-
geance. Sometimes they tend to lay 
too heavy hands on a comedy that 
is essentially light and sparkling; but, 
on the whole, they render an excel-
lent account of themselves. 
As Thomas Mendip, the cynical 
hero who wishes to be hanged, John 
Production 
A. Toye gives a stirring, vehement, 
and poetically sensitive performance. 
As the occasion demands, he man-
ages to be appropriately cynical or 
romantic, never failing to achieve 
the exact shade of mood he wishes 
to express. As Jennet Jourdemayne, 
the appetizing heroine who wishes 
nothing better than to live, Yvonne 
Clarke while certainly appetizing 
enough, does not quite achieve the 
necessary vigor and fire which her 
role demands. As the life-force op-
posing the hero's death-wish, she 
carries herself with too languid an air 
to be the proper foil for the hero ; 
her enunciation, too, could be im-
proved. But with these exceptions, 
she makes quite an attractive and ap-
pealing heroine. 
As Nicholas and Humphrey, the 
madcap brothers, Mark Healey and 
Robert Perce perform well, although 
they sometimes tend to be heavy and 
tense when their portrayals call for 
the light fantastic. As Hebble Tyson, 
the Mayor, Duane N . Wolcott Jr. , 
gives a ve1y effective performance; 
and Lawrence Bouldin, as the Chap-
lain; Bernard Moran, as the Justice; 
Marilyn Ahlgren, as the naive Alizon; 
and Anne Morris, as the scatter-
brained mother of the wacky broth-
CHANGES IN FACULTY 
As another academic year draws 
to a close, Th e Bulletin has the pleas-
ant task of extending a welcoming 
word to those men who will join the 
faculty next year. But in like man-
ner, it must bid a fond farewell to 
others now spending tl1eir last year 
"'Neath the Elms." 
Those who will not be with us 
next year include: 
Dr. Louis B. Brand, Whib1ey Visit-
ing Professor of mathematics ; Dr. 
Raul A. Del Piero, instructor in ro-
mance languages; Albert L. Cast-
mann, instructor in modern lang-
uages ; Joseph St. Jean, instructor in 
geology; Allyn J. Washington, in-
structor in physics and mathematics; 
William H. Gerhold, assistant pro-
fessor of physical education; Dr. 
Robert M. Rauner, instructor in eco-
nomics, and Arthur H. Christ, assist-
ant professor of physical education. 
To all these men Th e Bulletin 
wishes the best of luck and good 
fortune. 
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ers, turn in very creditable perform-
ances. As the drunkard Skipps, Rem-
ington Rose produced much laughter 
among the audience. And, as the or-
phaned clerk, Richard Lee Kalcheim, 
while a trifle awkward at times, per-
forms well, particularly after he has 
drunk some wine. 
As the play's setting is really of 
no particular time or place, but etern-
ally everywhere-although supposed-
ly set in the 15th century-the stage 
scenery, with its pale green and yel-
low hues and its simple medieval-like 
lines, has a most appropriate note of 
temporal and spatial anonymity. It 
is in extremely good taste. The light-
ing of the play, however, could cer-
tainly be used to better advantage 
than it now is. The costumes, too, 
while suggestive of medieval style, 
are not obb·usive as such, but are 
simple and tasteful. 
All in all, the Trinity Jesters are 
to be congratulated for a most inter-
esting and delightful performance. 
The play moves; the stmy is inter-
esting though of no consequence; 
there are words and words enough 
to satiate anyone's appetite; and 
above all, there is "thoughtful laugh-
ter." 
Thirteen men will begin what The 
Bulletin hopes will be long and 
happy associations with Trinity in 
the fall. Those whose appoinbnents 
have been announced as of May first 
are: 
Andrew P. Debicki, instructor in 
romance lotiJguages; Dr. LeRoy 
Dunn, assistant professor of eco-
nomics; Roy L. Farnsworth, insb·uc-
tor in geology; Stephen Hoffman, 
assistant professor in mathematics ; 
Chester McPhee, instructor in physi-
cal education; Charles Jay McWil-
liams, instructor in physical educa-
tion; Thomas 0. Pinkerton, instructor 
in German; Glenn Weaver, assistant 
professor of history; John F. Wild, 
instructor in physics; Edward B. 
Williams, instructor in romance lan-
guages; Dr. Theodore M. Mauch, 
assistant professor of religion; Robert 
E. Shults, instructor in physical edu-
cation; and Charles H. Olmsted, in-
structor in English . 
Along The Walk 
BY FRED H. WERNER '58 
A marked increase of interest in 
student activities has been noticed by 
observers of the Trinity scene. 
No one can be sure yet whether 
this activity resurgence is the begin-
ning of a trend, but if so, it certainly 
may be regarded as a healthy one. 
Traditional extracurricular organi-
zations-the Atheneum, Glee Club, 
Jesters-have been busier than in the 
past. A number of new clubs and 
events have been successfully inte-
grated into campus life. 
With more undergraduates partici-
pating in more activities, friendly 
rivalry among these organizations 
can now be detected. 
"Independence" might well be the 
key-word in understanding the sig-
nificance of this movement. No one 
told the students to step up the pace. 
They wanted to- it seemed natural. 
No longer do Tripod staff-members 
find themselves at three o'clock in 
the morning dreaming up space-fill-
ing news items. Often on the long 
walk, the Executive Board members 
will be accosted by students demand-
ing more space (always with pic-
tures) for their favorite activity, 
thereby expressing genuine pride in 
their organization's accomplishments. 
The Atheneum Society, as the 
reader of the February Bulletin will 
remember, now debates before serv-
ice clubs and civic organizations. 
The Society ran the first T1inity 
Debating Tournament during April 
with much success and has compiled 
an impressive list of wins against the 
best competition in the East. 
Franklin L. Kury, a junior and 
President of the Atheneum, was 
named the second best debater at the 
important Brooklyn College Tourna-
ment in which 248 speakers com-
peted. 
Robert Prince '59 and David Loef 
'60 were co-winners at the Ameiican 
International College Tournament. 
The Glee Club is an extraordinari-
ly fine musical group. Highlight of 
a busy year might well have been the 
performance of the Brahms "Requi-
em" with the Wellesley College Choir 
in the Mather Chapel. The perfmm-
WITH THE UNDERGRADUATE 
ance was called "professional" by a 
number of knowable students of mu-
sic. 
The T1inity Review has had a 
wider field of contributors from 
which to select with positive results. 
Writing in the Tripod, one review-
er wrote of the literary magazine, 
"This winter issue coming in the 
spring moves from effeteness almost 
to efflorescence." 
The Review editors are preparing 
a Spring Issue which will be a tribute 
to Brooklyn's poetess Marianne 
Moore, (the most ambitious project 
since the Wallace Stevens issue), 
containing a critical study and con-
h·ibutions from some of America's 
most important contemporary poets. 
Faculty adviser and English pro-
fessor Samuel F. Morse refuses to 
take any credit for the project, pro-
testing that it's all the editmial 
board's idea. 
The College Jesters have produced 
two well-received major productions. 
In the Fall, the "Bonds of Interest" 
by Spanish playwright and Nobel 
Prize Winner Jacinto Benavente was 
offered. Cruistopher Fry's "The 
Lady's Not For Burning," the spring 
comedy, is reviewed in these pages. 
During the Christmas Season, 
Remington Rose '58 and Rolfe Law-
son '58 directed the Jesters in a read-
ing of W . H. Auden's "For the Time 
Being" -an oratorio, presented in the 
Mather Chapel. 
The campus philosophers seem 
more numerous than ever and have 
bi-weekly meetings, where they pre-
sent papers, listen to guest speakers 
and constantly attempt to refute one 
another. 
Once a month the Philosophy Club 
has a joint meeting with their coun-
terparts at Connecticut College for 
Women, University of Cmmecticut, 
and Wesleyan. 
The Library Conference Room was 
especially crowded recently for a bi-
weekly meeting. A woman philoso-
pher, Mary Mothersill, from the Uni-
versity of Connecticut, spoke on "The 
Difference between tl1e Higher and 
Lower Pleasures." 
A campus scandal was discovered 
when a Senate investigation commit-
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tee learned early in the school year 
that the College French Club's Presi-
dent could not speak the language. 
Since that time the Francophiles 
have been reorganized with students 
of the language in charge. 
The Italian Club has had a number 
of diversified programs-lectures, re-
citals and an evening spent at Al-
bertus Magnus College, New Haven, 
where the Trinrnen were served a 
full-course Italian dinner. 
The Spanish Club is preparing a 
play in the native language for pres-
entation soon. 
The "most ambitious project" 
award must go to three seniors who 
wrote a full length musical comedy 
which was presented for two eve-
nings in Alumni Hall as a workshop 
production. 
Stephen Kravette '57, Kirby Mal-
colm-Smith '56, Bryan Bunch '57, 
and John Hall '57 have written" ev-
<!r Do Today", a fast paced show 
with 17 miginal songs and a ballet. 
"Never Do Today" is the story of 
two college students who are spend-
ing a summer in New York. They en-
counter difficulties which result in 
their sleeping on the living room Boor 
of the apartment of two hard-work-
ing New York girls. 
Society, in the form of the girls' 
landlady, does not take very kindly 
to this unorthodox, though innocent, 
maneuver, and the boys eventually 
end up in jail. The girls, through a 
series of well-calculated moves, get 
the boys released , and they all end 
up "never doing today." 
Los Zapatos is the the newest ad-
dition to the campus musical scene. 
"The Shoes" sing calypso and have 
become popular at Vernon Sh·eet 
parties, Trin dances and the neigh-
boring women's colleges. 
The combo consists of Karl 
Scheibe, vocalist; Vinny Onslow, 
guitar and vocal; Charlie Weeks, 
bongo; and "D" Kay, bass. 
The first undergraduate art exhib-
it was presented this year when 
Douglas S. Green '57, William N. 
Schacht '58 and Michael S. Schacht 
'58 displayed their work for a month 
in the Library Conference Room. 
Each man sold several paintings. 
The Tripod reviewer echoed the 
feeling of the Hartford press when 
he wrote: 
"It doesn't take more than five 
minutes in the Conference Room to 
realize that Trinity has creative tal-
ent that rates with the best. Granted, 
these young artists have not arrived, 
and the road is long and arduous 
ahead. But what adorns the make-
shift gallery walls at the Library has 
this reviewer anticipating what lies 
in store for the Trinity trio." 
But the increase of extra-curricular 
activity represents only one side of 
the picture. Several other campus 
groups have been revitalized this 
year. 
The Freshman Class has asserted 
itself. Well-organized, the Class of 
Sixty has w1itten a munber of open 
letters (via the Tripod) to the Trin-
ity upperclassmen. 
Not satisfied that news of special 
interest to the class was not being 
passed along the corridor of Elton 
and New Dorm, four freshmen are 
editing a mimeographed weekly 
newspaper, the "Sixty Spokesmen," 
a contributing factor in the mainten-
ance of high class spirit. 
The campus Independents, once 
the most disorganized group residing 
on campus, meet at weekly Wednes-
day evening dinners. The neutrals 
have also held a number of record 
hops and dances which were well 
attended throughout the year. 
The Intrafraternity Council has 
been in the headlines and subject to 
some twenty-two Tripod editorials. 
Trying to establish a workable con-
stitution, practical for both fraternity 
men and freshmen, the IFC has had 
its share of turbulent meetings . 
Notwithstanding, the IFC has to 
its credit one piece of commendable 
legislation. Finding scholastic aver-
age low in a number of houses, the 
IFC raised the pledging average to 
seventy p ercent. 
Hailed as a step toward more 
scholastic emphasis by the fraternity 
houses, the new regulation is a reflec-
tion of an increased student maturity 
displayed throughout the year. 
The description of this undergraduate 
surge in sel f expression in the many and 
varied ways described above would not be 
complete without mention of one other 
phase of student activity. I refer to the 
social service p roj ects undertaken by tbe 
fraternities. Space prevents going into de-
tail. However, I mention a few to give 
an idea of the type of work our men under-
take to help those less fo rtunate than we: 
Parties for the Newington Home for Crip -
pled Children, the American School for 
the Deaf, and Mitchell House; projects to 
raise money for underprivileged children. 
the Cancer Fund, the Heart Fund and sup-
port of a Greek and a Korean orphan.-Ed. 
TEN CARILLON 
CONCERTS SET 
Robert Donnell, Dominion Caril-
loneur, Peace Tower, House of Par-
liament, Ottawa, Canada, will open 
the eighth annual summer carillon 
concert series Wednesday, June 26, 
at 7:15p.m. 
The forthcoming series will fea-
ture ten outstanding carillonneurs, 
including Dr. Kamiel Lefevere. 
It was he who gave the first caril-
lon concert on the Plumb Memorial 
Carillon in 1931, 25 years ago last 
December 9th. It was also he who 
inspired Dr. Ogilby to study the 
carillon. Dr. Lefevere has played 
regularly on ow· summer program 
since 1951, and has been a leader 
in and past president of the Guild 
of Carillonneurs since its founding. 
Trinity is considered to be the birth-
place of the Guild. 
The summer series has grown in 
popularity over the years. Listeners 
enjoy the concerts from their cars or 
settle themselves with cushions and 
blankets on the campus. Following 
the concert there is a tour of the 
Chapel and an opportunity to meet 
the guest carillonneur. 
All those taking part in the series, 
with the exception of Mr. Donnell, 
have played several times in the past 
here at Trinity. 
The complete schedule for these 
W ednesday concerts is: 
June 26 : 
RoBERT DoNNELL, Dominion Car-
illoneuT, Peace Tower, Houses of 
Parliament, Ottawa, Canada; 
July 3: 
MELVI T C. CORBETT, Darien. 
July 10: 
G. SAFFOliD TORREY, Storrs . 
July 17: 
ROLAI'•m POMERAT, Springfield, 
Massachusetts; 
July 24: 
FRANK L. JoHNSON '17, Newtown. 
July 31: 
RAY W. WINGATE, CaTillonneuT of 
Alfred University, Alfred, Ne"v 
York; 
August 7: 
KAMIEL LEFEVERE, CaTillonneur 
of The Hiverside Church, New 
York City; 
August 14: 
RoBERT D . McKEE, Rumson, ew 
Jersey; 
August 21: 
MARY GREJ\TJER, Farmington. 
August 28 : 




SLAIN IN APRIL 
The College was deeply saddened 
and shocked at the brutal slaying of 
Richard Purcell Horan '45, on April 
19 in Suffield, Conn. 
Dick Horan, son of Trinity's 
beloved postmaster, Francis "Cap" 
Horan, became an agent with 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
in 1948. It was while serving iri this 
capacity that he was fatally shot by 
Francis Kolakowski, who had been 
trapped in his sister's home. Kola-
kowski took his own life. 
Entering the building with Age nt 
Horan was Captain Philip Schwartz, 
of the Suffield Police Department, a 
member of the Chapel Builders 
Alumni Association. 
Messages of sympathy poured iri 
to the family of Dick Horan from 
people in all walks of life. The 34-
year-old G-man, also a holder of a 
1956 master's degree from Trinity, 
was well-known and very popular 
throughout the state. 
Editorial comment mourned his 
passing. The Hartford Courant said 
in part: 
"FBI agent Richard P. Horan, in 
giving his life hunting down a killer, 
fulfilled the last measure of devotion 
that can be asked of a police officer. 
... Mr. Horan's dedication to his job 
and his brave1;y were generous be-
yond measw·e. 
Funeral services for Dick Horan 
were held Monday, April 22 in Our 
Lady of Sorrows Church, Hartford. 
Fifty FBI agents were on hand to 
honor their comrade. Governor Ribi-
coff, President Jacobs, and a score of 
other high-ranking dignitaries paid 
their last respects . 
Dick Horan was born in Hartford 
April 20, 1922, the son of Francis P. 
and Agnes G. (Purcell ) Horan. He 
was slain 'Ute day before his 35th 
birthday. 
He attended Western State Col-
lege at Gunnison, Colo., and served 
as an enlisted man in the U. S. Navy 
from 1944 to 1946. A member of the 
Class of 1945 at Trinity, he received 
his B.A. in 1948 following his war-
time duty. The master's degree was 
awarded last year for study in gov-
ernment. 
He was a member of the Knights 
of Columbus and the Holy arne So-
ciety of Our Lady of Sorrows Church. 
He also was a member of Sigma 
Nu fraternity, the American Society 
of Public Administration, and the 
American Academy of Political Sci-
ence. 
On Cam pus ;« )( ;« 
THE AFROTC DRILL MEET, held 
April 13, was very successful this 
year, with Massachusetts and St. 
Michael's the winners. It was the 
fifth time Trinity had hosted the 
event. 
0 0 0 0 
THE ATHENEUM, riding the crest 
of one of the most successful years 
in its histmy, held the first intercol-
legiate tournament on campus April 
13. Wesleyan, Bridgeport, A.I.C. and 
the University of Vermont partici-
pated. 
0 0 0 0 
FOUR WEEKLY CHORAL presen-
tations were scheduled by the de-
partment of music, including the 
Brahms Requiem with the Wellesley 
Choir; and concerts with Trinity 
Church, New Haven; St. Thomas 
Chapel Choir of New York City; and 
St. John's Church, West Ha1tford. 
0 0 0 0 
A TRINITY JUNIOR, Franklin L. 
Kury of Sunbury, Pa., has been elect-
ed State Chairman of the Connecti-
cut Intercollegiate Student Legisla-
ture's Executive Council, the highest 
office in C.I.S.L. 
0 0 0 0 
DAVID MAciSAAC, a senior from 
Somerville, Mass ., was awarded a 
National Woodrow Wilson fellow-
ship, a one-year award for outstand-
ing students interested in graduate 
preparation for college teaching. 
0 0 0 0 
"THE PIPES," Trin's well-known 
octet, released a new record album 
in May, creating their first recording 
since 1954. Radically departing from 
the standard "beers and tears" songs 
of college singing groups, the record 
makes use of the "modern sound" 
arrangements created by Pipes' lead-
er Douglas S. Green, a senior from 
Baltimore. 
PI KAPPA ALPHA once again host-
ed the children from the American 
School for the deaf at a picnic May 
11. It was the second annual picnic 
given by the fraternity-the same 
boys who recently held a clothing 
drive for the ewington Home and 
Hospital for Crippled Children. 
0 0 0 0 
PI GAMMA MU, national social sci-
ence honor society founded in 1924, 
has accepted 16 students and four 
faculty members into its membership. 
Faculty to receive the honor were Dr. 
Robe1t D. Meade, assistant professor 
of psychology; Dr. Osborne W. Lacy, 
assistant professor of psychology; Mr. 
Rex C. Neaverson, instructor in gov-
ernment; and Dr. Jack N. X. Oanh, 
assistant professor of economics. Stu-
dents chosen were: Steven H. See, 
Barrington, R. I.; Borden W. Painter 
Jr., Stamford; James D. Wilson, 
West Hartford; Robert M. Rosenfeld, 
West Hartford; David J. Elliott, 
Hamden; John J. Bonsignore, East 
Hartford; Robert W. Back, Wheaton, 
Ill.; Lawrence M. Bouldin, Aurora, 
Ill.; Manown Kisor Jr., Evanston, 
Ill.; Durstan McDonald, New York 
City; Barlow D. Drayton Jr., Maple-
wood, N. J.; David P. Giammattei, 
North Tanytown, N. Y.; David Mac-
Isaac, Somerville, Mass.; William J. 
McGill Jr. , Flossmoor, Ill.; C. Stev-
enson Rowley, Oak Park, Ill.; and 
Fred C. Snider, Walnut, Ill. 
FOUR STUDENT HUNGARIA 
REFUGEES were entertained on 
campus the weekend of April 27 by 
THIS (Trinity Hungarian Interest 
Scholarship), which has collected 
$2,500 to date in its drive to offer 
a full scholarship to a Hungarian. 
The boys met the admissions officers 
and spent a few pleasant hours tour-
ing the campus. 
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DR. RALPH C. WILLIAMS, asso-
ciate professor of English, has been 
awarded a Fellowship from the 
Foundation for Economic Education. 
He will spend six weeks this summer 
with the Connecticut General Life 
Insurance Co. studying the profes-
sional reading problems of business 
men. ., ., ., ., 
DR. EDWARD WILLIAMSON, 
chairman of the Wesleyan romance 
languages department, spoke on 
"Pen·arch and the Heart's Dilemma" 
to a good sized audience April 25. 
The talk was a Cesare Barbieri Foun-
dation Lecture, made possible by 
the $10,000 grant from the Founda-
tion last year to advance Italian 
studies at Trinity. 
0 0 0 0 
THE ALEXANDER HAMIL TON 
BICENTE TIAL was celebrated in 
the Library by an exhibit of over 80 
items dealing with the life and 
times of the great statesman. In con-
junction with the exhibit, Dr. Harold 
S. Syrett, professor of history at 
Columbia University, gave the Pi 
Gamma Mu lecture May 10 concern-
ing Hamilton. 
0 0 0 0 
WILLIAM GERHOLD, assistant 
professor of physical education, pre-
sented an exhibit of 16 abstract 
paintings in the Library during the 
latter part of April. All agreed the 
works showed a great deal of skill, 
and generally they were very well 
received. One of the paintings has 
been picked for showing in a New 
York gallery in June. 
0 0 0 0 
MORE ART-Three students also 
gave an exhibit in the Library, fea-
turing works in all media. Douglas 
S. Green, Baltimore senior, deals 
largely in watercolors. Michael A. 
and William N. Schacht, brothers 
and juniors f.t-om Cincinnati, delve 
into many forms. Mitchel N. Pappas, 
assistant professor of fine arts, said 
all three of the boys showed "un-
usual promise." 
0 0 0 0 
CURRENTLY 0 DISPLAY is an 
exhibition of paintings and drawings 
by three Trinity College professors 
in the fine arts department. The ex-
hibit opened May 20 and will last 
throughout Commencement Week in 
June. 
Professor John C. E. Taylor spe-
cializes in landscapes and figure 
drawing, while Mitchel N. Pappas 
works with a variety of subjects and 
instructor Charles B. Ferguson con-
centrates on seascapes. 
firty @ouples ~new 'Vows 
zn Trinity @hapel cJervice 
First of several events to com-
memorate the Twenty-Fifth Anniver-
sary of the completion of the Mather 
Chapel was held Sunday morning, 
May 5th. 
Another comment in the sermon 
was apropos-"The coincidence of 
this reunion and the Senior Ball 
week-end led to the remark that we 
might be putting ideas into the heads 
of young people. We are confident 
that the ideas are ah-eady there; we 
are hopeful that the example of Chris-
tian marriage, sustained by the wor-
ship of God, will make a difference 
to our undergraduates over the next 
twenty-five years. " 
The first couple married in the 
Chapel was Mr. and Mrs. Alfred 
Louis Peiker. They were unable to 
return . The second couple, married 
in August 1931, was Mr. and Mrs. 
Herbert James Noble. They were 
present. The most recently married 
couple present was Mr. and Mrs. 
Edwin Sanford Rose, married June 
14, 1955. 
So enthusiastic were the comments 
that another reunion may be planned 
five years hence. 
Invitations were sent to 134 of 
the 157 couples whose marriages 
had been solemnized in the Chapel 
( addresses for 23 could not be lo-
cated). On the Anniversary Sunday 
40 couples arrived for the reunion 
and Corporate Holy Communion. 
They came from Pennsylvania, ew 
York, Rhode Island and Massachu-
setts, as well as Connecticut. Letters 
and cards came from as many others 
from Maine to California, and over-
seas, expressing regrets. 
A complete roster of returning couples is as follows: 
Chaplain Thomas' sermon was on 
the subject "Getting and Staying 
Married." 
The Hartford Courant in Mon-
day's paper, along with a front page 
picture, wrote: 
((C ha7Jla'i1't Thontas said (to s tay 1na1·ried) 
h1tsband and wife •nttst have a thi1'd point 
ot reference--a purpose above themselves! 
H e said 'God ;,., the only One who can be 
1>c•rt of this eternal t•·iangle, without sepa-
rating the married partners. Some toeddings 
should have been stomJed w hen the question 
1vas asked rl f any 1nan can show just cause 
w hy these ttvo should not be joined to-
gethm·) . ... 
Some man shou ld have said 'There is 
cwtp le cause. Here is a bad •·isk tor society. 
They understand budget, and sex, and they 
have a houseful of wedding presents, but 
they know no loyalty above each othm·; 
they have no etental l.ove against which to 
sharpen theit· own)· they have no resotwce 
dee11e1· t han •·omantic affection. It is bound 
to jail /"' 
The Hospitality Committee con-
sisted of Professor and Mrs. John C. 
E . Taylor, Professor and Mrs. Gus-
tave W. Andrian, Professor and Mrs. 
August E. Sapega, and Professor and 
Mrs. J. Bard McNulty. These Faculty 
families were among the couples 
married in the Chapel. 
After the service, the returning 
couples were greeted in the cloister 
by President Albert C. Jacobs, Chap-
lain and Mrs. J. Moulton Thomas, 
Dean and Mrs. Arthur H. Hughes, 
Dean and Mrs . Joseph C. Clarke, Mr. 
and Mrs. John F . Butler, and Mrs. 
James K. Haynes. Wedding cake, 
coffee and punch were served, and 
on the Carillon were played the 
marches of Mendelssohn and the 
wedding march from Lohengrin . 
Mr. and Mrs. John C. A lexande r , '39 
Dr. and Mr 3. Gustave W. Andrtan 
Dr. and Mrs. William T . Barto, '30 
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick T . Bashour, '3 4 
Mr. and Mrs . Charles 0. Bierkan , '34 
Mr. and Mrs. RichardT. Blaisdell, '41 
Mr. and Mrs. James G. Butler 
Mr. and Mrs. Harley T. Davidson, '38 
Mr. and Mrs. Winthrop C. Durfee 
Dr. a nd Mrs. Lyon H. Ear le, Jr., '42 
Mr. and Mrs. Denuis F . F a rn e ll , '35 
Mr. and Mrs. George D. F e rri s, '34 
M1·. a nd Mrs. Earl H . F lynn , '39 
Mr. a nd Mrs. Alfred E. Gavert, '41 
Dr. a nd Mrs. Harry R. Gossl!ng, '44 
Mr. and Mrs. WilliamS. Grainger, '32 
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence B. Gr andahl , '40 
Mr. and Mrs. Rober t B. J ennings, '47 
Mr. and Mr s. Charles T . Kingston. '34 
Mr. and Mrs. Elmar F. Ligety, '28 
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Mr. and Mrs. Harry R. Nickel, '40 
Mr. and Mrs. Herber t J . Noble, '26 
Mr. a nd Mrs. Edward J . Obert, J r ., ' 49 
Mr. and Mrs. Rollin M. Ranson, Jr., '51 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin S. Rose, '55 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold E . Ross 
Dr. and Mrs. August E. Sapega 
Dr. and Mrs. Ph!l!p T. Sehl, '41 
Mr . and Mrs. Joseph P . Schunder , '39 
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Scranton, '38 
Mr. a nd Mrs. Seymour E. Smith,'34 
Dr. and Mrs. Edward P. Sou t h , '52 
Mr. and Mrs . Kenneth W . Stuer, '46 
Mr. and Mrs. John C. E. Taylor 
Mr. and Mrs. E lme r S . Tiger 
Mr. and Mrs. Pb!!ip S. VanOrden 
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Vincent, ' 46 
Mr. and Mrs. Friederlck B. Wierk. 32 
Mr. and Mrs. Luther B. W il son, III, '37 
Mr. and Mrs. Evan W. Woollacott, '50 
SPORTS IN REVIEW 
Baseball 
The baseball team continues in 
fine fashion, boasting at this writing 
a 9-3 record. 
Hard hitting, good defensive play 
and excellent pitching have com-
bined to make the season highly 
successful for the Bantams. Games 
with Coast Guard, Army, Wesleyan 
(3), U. of Mass ., and Tufts remain 
on the schedule. 
George Case, a senior, has been the 
outstanding moundsman, with a rec-
ord of 5 wins and a single defeat, 
equaling his last year's record. Big 
victories for George have been over 
Navy, Columbia and Yale. Alto-
gether he has pitched 58 innings, 
walked 14, struck out 68, given up 
30 hits and has an era of 1.55. He 
looks like Dan Jessee's latest product 
for professional sport. 
Here's a brief rundown of the sea-
son to date: 
In the opener March 27 Case ab-
sorbed his only loss at George Wash-
ington, 4-l. George gave up only 
four hits, but one was a three-run 
homer which ended a tight pitching 
duel. 
The next day sopohmore Myles 
McDonough scattered eight hits as 
Catholic University became the Ban-
tams' first victim, 5-2. Trinity erupt-
ed for four of its runs in the first 
inning, with sophomore Ron Reopel 
homering for the big blow. 
Next came a rematch with George 
Washington, and once again they 
dumpeo Trinity, 6-2. Lefty Jim Cani-
van gave up eight hits while his 
teammates were committing five er-
rors, to let in five unearned runs. GW 
pitching stilled the Bantam bats. 
When Case took the mound 
against Navy he showed mid-season 
form, holding the Middies to one hit 
for eight innings, and finally surviv-
ing a rough ninth for a 4-3, five-hit 
victory. Case came back against 
Columbia, and held the Lions to one 
run while his mates teed off for 
seven. Against Norwich Canivan 
notched his first victmy, 3-2, while 
the Trinity defensive started to live 
up to its notices. The keystone com-
bination of senior George Kelleher 
at short and Kenney at second par-
ticularly sparkled. 
Dan Jessee's troop then trouped 
to New Haven, and left Yale Field 
with a 4-2 victmy, with Case again 
the victor. Worcester Tech was next, 
with McDonough chalking up a 5-4 
victory behind the heavy hitting of 
LeClerc and Kenney. Trinity com-
mitted five errors to return to its 
earlier season form, but made the 
big play when it had to. Case threw 
three-hit ball at the Coast Guard 
Academy, for a 2-0 victory, but the 
winning skein was finally ended 
when a good Springfield club rocked 
Canivan for 11 hits and a 6-1 victory. 
Against Amherst and M.I.T. the 
Bantams had little difficulty, Case 
winning the first, 6-4 on four hits, 
and McDonough getting credit for 
the second, with help from Brendan 
Shea. Final score: Trin: 15, M.I.T.: 
l. The game was called by mutual 
consent after seven innings. 
Track 
Trinity now stands 2-3 on the sea-
son, with victories over Middlebury 
and Coast Guard and losses to Wes-
leyan, U. of Mass., and Amherst. 
In the season's opener, the only 
indoor meet of the season, Trinity 
was whipped by Wes, 68Jf to 40Jt 
Bright spot for Trinity was Bob 
Scharf, who set a new field house 
and Trinity indoor record in the mile 
with a time of 4:41.5. 
Trinity was soundly b·ounced by 
Massachusetts, 86Jf to 36Jf. Scharf 
was sidelined with a sore instep, and 
has yet to return to action, but Hub 
Segur picked up the slack by winning 
the mile in 4:38 and the 2 mile in 
10:23.5. Wes Formeister won the 
discuss with a toss of 122'10". 
Trin's first victory came over Mid-
dlebury, 65-61, with many men turn-
ing in outstanding; perfotmances. 
Segur had a field day, winning the 
880 in 2:05.8, the mile in 4:46.5, and 
placing second in the 2 mile Charles 
Boynton also was superb, winning 
the high jump at 5'10" and the 
120 yard high hurdles in 16.5. 
Fotmeister upped his discus per-
formances with a winning heave of 
129'1'', and also took the javelin event 
with 169'8". Bill Johnson showed 
well by winning the 220 yard low 
hurdles in 26.4. 
When Trinity ran into a top-flight 
Amherst outfit they were swamped, 
86-40. Segur continued his suprem-
acy in the mile with a 4:41.8 mark, 
while Tohnson squeaked home first in 
the 440 with 53.4. Bill McGill took 
first in the 880. 
Trinity defeated the Coast Guard 
Academy without too much diffi-
culty, 66Jf to 59Jt The statistics for 
that meet were not available at press 
time. 
Golf 
Led by their amiable coach, Mitch 
Pappas, the Bantam golfers continue 
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to fare well in intercollegiate com-
petition. The Trinmen opened their 
season with a 4-3 loss to the Uni-
versity of Rhode Island, only to come 
back with identical score victories 
over Bowdoin and Worcester Tech. 
On May 2, in a triangular meet with 
Williams and A.I.C., Trinity scored 
a 5-2 victory over A.I.C., with Wil-
liams emerging meet victor 6Jf to Jf. 
T ennis 
Coach Roy Dath has again tumed 
out a really fine tennis club, unde-
feated at this writing. 
The netmen opened with a 7-2 
victory over Rhode Island, followed 
with an 8-1 victory over Union; 6Jf-
2Jf over Bowdoin; 8-1 over Worces-
ter Tech; 8-1 over A.I.C.; and 7-1 
over Holy Cross. 
Best scorers have been captain 
Brooks Harlow; Dave Beers, Bill 
Ward and George Steinmuller. 
Games remain with Springfield, 
Coast Guard, Amherst and Wesleyan. 
F reshmen 
The freshman baseball team op-
ened with a solid 9-1 victory over 
Yale, while the frosh tennis team was 
losing two, to Kent, 2-6, and Choate, 
4-5. The b·ack team has won one of 
three, losing to U. of Mass ., 73Jf-43Jf, 
and the Teachers College of Conn., 
69-48, while beating ichols, 71-46. 
The informal lacrosse team was beat-
en, 4-3, by Amherst. 
